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The Bank Credit Analysis Handbook
The covered bonds markets are rapidly expanding in terms of
issuance, geographic reach and the launch of new structured
alternatives. New issue volumes exceeded 130bn euros by midOctober 2005 alone.Covered bonds are now being issued in new
juisdictions across emerging Europe. The UK and the
Netherlands are developing their own alternatives. The US
and Canadian markets are poised for development.This new
book guides you through the legislation, structures and
investor opportunities in covered bonds, ensuring you
understand these new developments across Europe and North
America.
In dem vorliegenden Sammelband geben renommierte Fachleute
einen praxisnahen Einblick in den Prozess des Bankenratings,
Voraussetzungen für eine gute Bewertung, Instrumente und
Methoden der Risikoerkennung und -steuerung.
With the occurrence of the US crisis, international focus
has shifted from finance to financial stability. This book
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offers analyses of financial stability risk assessment at
three main levels – namely international financial markets,
banks and international trade – with the research being
innovative, timely and much needed in terms of policy
implications. New approaches to policy-making are also
suggested to deal with the three crises that presently
buffet the world: the debt crisis, an ageing population and
climate change.
The definitive guide to fixed-come securities-revised to
reflect today's dynamic financial environment The Second
Edition of the Fixed-Income Securities and Derivatives
Handbook offers a completely updated and revised look at an
important area of today's financial world. In addition to
providing an accessible description of the main elements of
the debt market, concentrating on the instruments used and
their applications, this edition takes into account the
effect of the recent financial crisis on fixed income
securities and derivatives. As timely as it is timeless, the
Second Edition of the Fixed-Income Securities and
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Derivatives Handbook includes a wealth of new material on
such topics as covered and convertible bonds, swaps,
synthetic securitization, and bond portfolio management, as
well as discussions regarding new regulatory twists and the
evolving derivatives market. Offers a more detailed look at
the basic principles of securitization and an updated
chapter on collateralized debt obligations Covers bond
mathematics, pricing and yield analytics, and term structure
models Includes a new chapter on credit analysis and the
different metrics used to measure bond-relative value
Contains illustrative case studies and real-world examples
of the topics touched upon throughout the book Written in a
straightforward and accessible style, Moorad Choudhry's new
book offers the ideal mix of practical tips and academic
theory within this important field.
Analyses banking regulation and recent international
developments, including Basel IV, bank resolution and
Brexit, and their impact on bank governance.
This book discusses the impact of information and
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communication technologies (ICTs) on organizations and on
society as a whole. Specifically, it examines how such
technologies improve our life and work, making them more
inclusive through smart enterprises. The book focuses on how
actors understand Industry 4.0 as well as the potential of
ICTs to support organizational and societal activities, and
how they adopt and adapt these technologies to achieve their
goals. Gathering papers from various areas of organizational
strategy, such as new business models, competitive
strategies and knowledge management, the book covers a
number of topics, including how innovative technologies
improve the life of the individuals, organizations, and
societies; how social media can drive fundamental business
changes, as their innovative nature allows for interactive
communication between customers and businesses; and how
developing countries can use these technologies in an
innovative way. It also explores the impact of organizations
on society through sustainable development and social
responsibility, and how ICTs use social media networks in
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the process of value co-creation, addressing these issues
from both private and public sector perspectives and on
national and international levels, mainly in the context of
technology innovations.
This second edition builds on the success of the first
edition - the first book to look at how credit analysis of
each major type of financial institution is best approached
in an environment of integration, consolidation and
globalisation within the financial services industry.
Beyond Traditional Probabilistic Methods in Economics
The Ultimate Resource
The Communist Manifesto (English Edition)
Crashed
Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
Monetary Policy, Islamic Finance, and Islamic Corporate
Governance
ICT for an Inclusive World
The Oxford Handbook of Financial Regulation
Standard & Poor's Fundamentals of Corporate Credit Analysis
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Wie auch Sie mit Aktien verdienen können!
Breaking Banks
How Business Models and Regulators Interact
Covenants and Third-Party Creditors
A comprehensive guide to credit risk management The Handbook of Credit
Risk Management presents a comprehensive overview of the practice of
credit risk management for a large institution. It is a guide for professionals
and students wanting a deeper understanding of how to manage credit
exposures. The Handbook provides a detailed roadmap for managing
beyond the financial analysis of individual transactions and counterparties.
Written in a straightforward and accessible style, the authors outline how
to manage a portfolio of credit exposures--from origination and
assessment of credit fundamentals to hedging and pricing. The Handbook
is relevant for corporations, pension funds, endowments, asset managers,
banks and insurance companies alike. Covers the four essential aspects of
credit risk management: Origination, Credit Risk Assessment, Portfolio
Management and Risk Transfer. Provides ample references to and
examples of credit market services as a resource for those readers having
credit risk responsibilities. Designed for busy professionals as well as
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finance, risk management and MBA students. As financial transactions
grow more complex, proactive management of credit portfolios is no longer
optional for an institution, but a matter of survival.
There is a viable alternate to our money based economy and only now, with
the technology and knowledge we have, we can sweep away the terrible
problems of the world, by dealing with the cause.
This book adds to the debate on the effects of covenants on third-party
creditors (externalities), which have recently become a focus of discussion
in the contexts of bankruptcy law, corporate law and corporate governance.
The general thrust of the debate is that negative effects on third-party
creditors predominate because banks act in their own self-interest. After
systematising the debated potential positive and negative externalities of
covenants, the book empirically examines these externalities: It
investigates the banks’ factual conduct and its effects on third-party
creditors in Germany and the US. The study’s most significant outcome is
that it disproves the assumption that banks disregard third-party creditors’
interests. These findings are then interpreted with the tools of economic
analysis; particularly, with the concept of common pool resources (CPRs).
Around the aggregated value of the debtor company’s asset pool (as CPR)
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exists an n-person prisoner’s dilemma between banks and third-party
creditors: No creditor knows when and under what conditions the other
creditor will appropriate funds from the debtor company’s asset pool. This
coordination problem is traditionally addressed by means of bankruptcy
law and collaterals. However, the incentive structure that surrounds the
bilateral private governance system created by covenants and an event of
default clause (a CPR private governance system) is found to also be
capable of tackling this problem. Moreover, the interaction between the
different regulation spheres – bankruptcy law, collateral and the CPR
private governance system ? has important implications for both the
aforementioned discussions as well as the legal treatment of covenants
and event of default clauses. Covenants alone cannot be seen as an
alternative to institutional regulation; the complete CPR private governance
system and its interaction with institutional regulation must also be taken
into consideration. In addition, their function must first find more
acceptance and respect in the legal treatment of covenants and event of
default clauses: The CPR private governance system fills a gap in the
regulation of the tragedy of the commons by bankruptcy law and collateral.
This has particularly important implications for the German § 138 BGB, §
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826 BGB and ad hoc duties to disclose insider information.
Mit diesem Buch erhalten Sie das E-Book inklusive! Ein Buch, das die
Börse zum Beben bringt Michael Lewis, begnadeter Sachbuchautor, lüftet
mit seinem neuen Buch "das dunkelste Geheimnis der Börse". Wer an
Börse denkt, hat oft ein Bild im Kopf: wild gestikulierende Makler, die unter
immensem Zeitdruck Dinge kaufen, um sie gleich wieder zu verkaufen.
Doch das ist Geschichte. Die Realität an der Börse sieht anders aus - das
Parkett hat längst neue Regeln. Michael Lewis, Wirtschaftsjournalist und
begnadeter Sachbuchautor, sorgte mit seinem neuen Buch für ein
Erdbeben. Der Erzähler unter den Sachbuchautoren enthüllt die Geschichte
einer Gruppe genialer Wall-Street-Außenseiter. Sie haben herausgefunden,
wie die Börse zum Vorteil von Insidern manipuliert wird, die ohne Risiko
Milliarden absahnen und abends ohne eine einzige Aktie nach Hause
gehen. Ein Buch über die neuen "Helden" an der Börse Der Entschluss der
"Helden": Sie schaffen ein paralleles System, das sich den raffgierigen
"Flash Boys" in den Weg stellt. Lewis bringt Licht in die dunkelste Ecke der
Börse. Seine filmreife Geschichte über den Kampf um Geschwindigkeit auf einem Markt, den zwar keiner sieht, der unsere Wirtschaft aber
ernsthaft bedroht - bringt die Wall Street zum Beben. Dieses Buch lässt die
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Börsenwelt erzittern. Einen Tag nach seinem Erscheinen kündigten FBI und
amerikanisches Justizministerium an, sie würden Untersuchungen gegen
den von Lewis gegeißelten Hochfrequenzhandel an den Börsen einleiten.
Lewis ... - "... hat eine neue Ebene der Aufmerksamkeit erreicht". (FAZ) - ...
lässt den "The Wolf of Wall Street" wie ein Lamm wirken. - ... ist der derzeit
packendste (Reality-)Thriller über die Finanzwelt gelungen. - ... enthüllt, wie
Märkte und Privatanleger manipuliert werden. Links: http://www.faz.net/akt
uell/feuilleton/buecher/rezensionen/sachbuch/rezension-flash-boys-vonmichael-lewis-12899266.html http://www.handelsblatt.com/finanzen/fonds/n
achrichten/hochfrequenzhandel-staatsfonds-fluechtet-vor-den-flashboys/10019622.html http://www.manager-magazin.de/finanzen/boerse/hochf
requenzhandel-lewis-gefahr-jedermannn-flashcrash-a-973311.html
Mit diesem Buch machte die Aktienkultur in Deutschland anno 1989 einen
großen Sprung nach vorne. Peter Lynch, der Manager des unglaublich
erfolgreichen Fidelity Magellan Fund, erklärte das Mysterium Börse.
Einfach und verständlich vermittelte er die Grundlagen erfolgreichen ValueInvestierens. Sein Werk und seine Weisheiten sind zeitlos und haben bis
heute nichts an Wert und Aktualität verloren. Dazu trägt nicht zuletzt auch
sein bodenständiger, humorvoller Stil bei. Jetzt auch als Einsteigerausgabe
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im Taschenbuch.
This comprehensive and authoritative resource provides full, unabridged
text of the complete Internal Revenue Code in two volumes. CCH offers this
tax information in a timely and reliable manner that business and tax
professionals have come to expect and appreciate. This Winter Edition of
Internal Revenue Code reflects all new statuatory tax changes through
January 2006, including the 2005 Energy and Highway Tax Acts and the
Katrina Emergency Tax Relief Act.
The financial system and its regulation have undergone exponential growth
and dramatic reform over the last thirty years. This period has witnessed
major developments in the nature and intensity of financial markets, as well
as repeated cycles of regulatory reform and development, often linked to
crisis conditions. The recent financial crisis has led to unparalleled interest
in financial regulation from policymakers, economists, legal practitioners,
and the academic community, and has prompted large-scale regulatory
reform. The Oxford Handbook of Financial Regulation is the first
comprehensive, authoritative, and state-of-the-art account of the nature of
financial regulation. Written by an international team of leading scholars in
the field, it takes a contextual and comparative approach to examine
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scholarly, policy, and regulatory developments in the past three decades.
The first three Parts of the Handbook address the underpinning horizontal
themes which arise in financial regulation: financial systems and
regulation; the organization of financial system regulation, including
regional examples from the EU and the US; and the delivery of outcomes
and regulatory techniques. The final three Parts address the major
reoccurring objectives of financial regulation, widely regarded as the
anchors of financial regulation internationally: financial stability; market
efficiency, integrity, and transparency; and consumer protection. The
Oxford Handbook of Financial Regulation will be an invaluable resource for
scholars and students of financial regulation, and for economists, policymakers and regulators.
The Failing Logic of Money
Covered Bonds
Proceedings
Credit Analysis of Financial Institutions
Expectations Investing - Investieren nach Erwartungen
Beyond Pfandbriefe: Innovations, Investment and Structured Alternatives
QFinance
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Principles of Banking Regulation
Wertschöpfung in europäischen Banken und Versicherungen
A Guide for Analysts, Bankers and Investors
Originating, Assessing, and Managing Credit Exposures
Techno-Economic Paradigms
A Quest for Sustainable Policies
This book applies econometric techniques to test the relationship between
efficiency and risk within the banking industry in China. Chapters examine how
efficiency has been affected by different types of risk-taking behaviour and how
risk has been an important determinant of bank efficiency in the context of the
series of reforms impacting banks in China since 1978. The author begins by
unpacking these reforms and proceeds to explain relevant theories of efficiency
and bank risk before reviewing empirical literature in evaluating risk and
efficiency in the banking industry. He then investigates the issues of efficiency
and risk in the Chinese banking industry using a number of modern econometric
techniques. The final chapters present the results of original empirical research
conducted by the author, and provide valuable implications to Chinese
government as well as banking regulatory authorities to make relevant policies.
The Communist Manifesto, originally the Manifesto of the Communist Party
(German: Manifest der Kommunistischen Partei), is an 1848 political document by
German philosophers Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. Commissioned by the
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Communist League and originally published in London just as the Revolutions of
1848 began to erupt, the Manifesto was later recognised as one of the world's
most influential political documents. It presents an analytical approach to the
class struggle (historical and then-present) and the conflicts of capitalism and the
capitalist mode of production, rather than a prediction of communism's potential
future forms.The Communist Manifesto summarises Marx and Engels' theories
concerning the nature of society and politics, namely that in their own words "the
history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles". It also
briefly features their ideas for how the capitalist society of the time would
eventually
The author investigates the strategies of eight publicly listed banks in Britain and
Germany in the context of European financial integration. Evidence is provided
that banks with defensive strategies fared better than those which attempted to
break out of a coherent financial system in order to embrace new business
opportunities
A hands-on guide to the theory and practice of bank credit analysis and ratings In
this revised edition, Jonathan Golin and Philippe Delhaise expand on the role of
bank credit analysts and the methodology of their practice. Offering investors
and practitioners an insider's perspective on how rating agencies assign allimportant credit ratings to banks, the book is updated to reflect today's
environment of increased oversight and demands for greater transparency. It
includes international case studies of bank credit analysis, suggestions and
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insights for understanding and complying with the Basel Accords, techniques for
reviewing asset quality on both quantitative and qualitative bases, explores the
restructuring of distressed banks, and much more. Features charts, graphs, and
spreadsheet illustrations to further explain topics discussed in the text Includes
international case studies from North America, Asia, and Europe that offer
readers a global perspective Offers coverage of the Basel Accords on Capital
Adequacy and Liquidity and shares the authors' view that a bank could be
compliant under those and other regulations without being creditworthy A
uniquely practical guide to bank credit analysis as it is currently practiced around
the world, The Bank Credit Analysis Handbook, Second Edition is a must-have
resource for equity analysts, credit analysts, and bankers, as well as wealth
managers and investors.
Nur wirklich fundierte Anlageentscheidungen bergen das Potenzial
überdurchschnittlicher Gewinne für Investoren. Das gilt besonders in Zeiten, in
denen Märkte nicht stürmisch wachsen, sondern in denen sich die Spreu vom
Weizen trennt. Hier genügt es nicht, "dabei zu sein", sich an den vergangenen
Gewinnen zu orientieren und alles Übrige dem Zufall zu überlassen. Ob ein
Unternehmen echten Mehrwert bietet, erweist sich vielmehr erst durch die
sorgfältige Analyse seiner Zukunftsaussichten. Rappaport und Mauboussin
vermitteln in ihrem Buch das Werkzeug, das Investoren für fundierte
Entscheidungen benötigen. Sie kombinieren lang bewährte Konzepte wie z. B. das
Modell des diskontierten Cashflows und die porterschen Grundelemente
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unternehmerischer Wettbewerbsstrategie. Hieraus entsteht ein völlig neuer
Ansatz auf der Grundlage erwartungsgeleiteten Investierens. Langwierige
Vorausschätzungen der künftigen Cashflows eines Unternehmens sind dabei
entbehrlich. Stattdessen richten erwartungsgeleitete Investoren das Augenmerk
auf den Aktienkurs und die Informationen, die dieser über die Erwartungen des
Marktes im Hinblick auf den Shareholder-Value birgt. In diesem Buch erfahren
Investoren, wie sie die Aktienkurse lesen und die Zukunft vorausdenken können.
Es versetzt sie in die Lage, früher als andere zu erkennen, wo Verschiebungen der
Markterwartungen stattfinden werden, und gibt ihnen damit den Schlüssel zu
echten Zusatzgewinnen in die Hand.
QFINANCE: The Ultimate Resource (4th edition) offers both practical and thoughtprovoking articles for the finance practitioner, written by leading experts from
the markets and academia. The coverage is expansive and in-depth, with key
themes which include balance sheets and cash flow, regulation, investment,
governance, reputation management, and Islamic finance encompassed in over
250 best practice and thought leadership articles. This edition will also comprise
key perspectives on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors -essential for understanding the long-term sustainability of a company, whether
you are an investor or a corporate strategist. Also included: Checklists: more than
250 practical guides and solutions to daily financial challenges; Finance
Information Sources: 200+ pages spanning 65 finance areas; International
Financial Information: up-to-date country and industry data; Management Library:
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over 130 summaries of the most popular finance titles; Finance Thinkers: 50
biographies covering their work and life; Quotations and Dictionary.
This desk reference for IT professionals in the banking industry provides
information about the latest technologies to improve efficiency and security.
Topics include imaging electronic exchange Internet-based technologies other
automating systems issues affecting all financial service sectors, such as the year
2000 problem Banking Technology Handbook is geared toward all levels of
technology management and financial services management responsible for
developing and implementing cutting-edge technology.
Fixed-Income Securities and Derivatives Handbook
Handbook of Financial Analysis, Forecasting, and Modeling
Der Börse einen Schritt voraus - Neuauflage
An International Overview
The Banker's Handbook on Credit Risk
Analysis and Valuation
Der Verkauf von Non Performing Loans
Index to the Monthly Issues
Money, Risk and Conjuring Tricks
The Impact of the Subprime Crisis on Global Financial Markets, Banks and
International Trade
Handbook of International Credit Management
Eine empirische Analyse
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Eine Analyse von NPL-Transaktionen aus Bankensicht

It is not uncommon to meet professionals in financial
services who have only a vague idea of what their colleagues
actually do. The root cause is specialization and the
subsequent development of jargon that makes communication
between common specialists faster and more precise but is
virtually impenetrable to everybody else. The Bank Analyst’s
Handbook provides a modern introduction to financial markets
and intermediation. Individual subject areas are covered in
a thorough but clear and succinct manner. The breadth of the
author’s experience as a sell-side bank analyst is exploited
to good effect to pull together these threads and create a
coherent framework for the analysis of financial markets,
whether these are in advanced economies or developing
markets. The Handbook is well-written and highly accessible.
It builds on orthodox financial theory (with all of its
flaws and controversies) but also highlights many of the
real problems involved with translating such theory into
practice. It can be appreciated at many different levels and
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this explains its wide target readership. The Bank Analyst’s
Handbook: Bridges the gap between the more superficial
introductory books and specialist works Covers all the
important functions and subjects related to the financial
services industry Provides a comprehensive overview for
financial services professionals, business school students,
consultants, accountants, auditors and legal practitioners,
analysts and fund-managers and corporate managers. "An
excellent guide for any professionals who are coming into
the banking industry. Extremely well-written, covering
clearly and lucidly a range of topics which many bankers
themselves don't understand. I will make this book mandatory
reading - no, make that studying - for anybody I hire to
work as a financial sector consultant." —Chris Matten,
Executive Director, PricewaterhouseCoopers "A great insight
into the often murky and impenetrable world of banking...
compulsory reading for analysts and investors alike." —Hugh
Young, Managing Director, Aberdeen Asset Management Asia Ltd
Markus Dick analysiert den Verkauf ausgefallener Kredite
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(NPL) aus Sicht der Verkäufer. Er geht den Fragen nach,
warum Banken NPL verkaufen bzw. mit welchen Problembereichen
sie dabei konfrontiert sind und wie der Kapitalmarkt auf den
Verkauf reagiert.
Compiled by more than 300 of the world's leading
professionals, visionaries, writers and educators, this is
THE first-stop reference resource and knowledge base for
finance. QFINANCE covers an extensive range of finance
topics with unique insight, authoritative information,
practical guidance and thought-provoking widsom. Unmatched
for in-depth content, QFINANCE contains more than 2 million
words of text, data analysis, critical summaries and bonus
online content. Created by Bloomsbury Publishing in
association with the Qatar Financial Centre (QFC) Authority,
QFINANCE is the expert reference resource for finance
professionals, academics, students, journalists and writers.
QFINANCE: The Ultimate Resource Special Features: Best
Practice and Viewpoint Essays – Finance leaders, experts and
educators address how to resolve the most crucial issues and
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challenges facing business today. Finance Checklists – Stepby-step guides offer problem-solving solutions including
hedging interest-rate risk, governance practices, project
appraisal, estimating enterprise value and managing credit
ratings. Calculations and Ratios – Essential mathematical
tools include how to calculate return on investment, return
on shareholders’ equity, working capital productivity, EVA,
risk-adjusted rate of return, CAPM, etc. Finance Thinkers
and Leaders – Illuminating biographies of 50 of the leading
figures in modern finance including Joseph De La Vega, Louis
Bachelier, Franco Modigliani, Paul Samuelson, and Myron
Scholes Finance Library digests –Summaries of more than 130
key works ranging from “Against the Gods” to “Portfolio
Theory & Capital Markets” and “The Great Crash”. Country and
Sector Profiles – In-depth analysis of 102 countries and 26
sectors providing essential primary research resource for
direct or indirect investment. Finance Information Sources –
A select list of the best resources for further information
on finance and accounting worldwide, both in print and
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online, including books, journal articles, magazines,
internet, and organizations Finance Dictionary – A
comprehensive jargon-free, easy-to-use dictionary of more
than 9,000 finance and banking terms used globally.
Quotations – More than 2,000 business relevant quotations.
Free access to QFinance Online Resources (www.qfinance.com):
Get daily content updates, podcasts, online events and use
our fully searchable database.
'Techno-Economic Paradigms' presents a series of essays
discussing one of the most interesting and talked-about
socio-economic theories of our times: techno-economic
paradigm shifts.
This book presents recent research on probabilistic methods
in economics, from machine learning to statistical analysis.
Economics is a very important – and at the same a very
difficult discipline. It is not easy to predict how an
economy will evolve or to identify the measures needed to
make an economy prosper. One of the main reasons for this is
the high level of uncertainty: different difficult-toPage 22/29
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predict events can influence the future economic behavior.
To make good predictions and reasonable recommendations,
this uncertainty has to be taken into account. In the past,
most related research results were based on using
traditional techniques from probability and statistics, such
as p-value-based hypothesis testing. These techniques led to
numerous successful applications, but in the last decades,
several examples have emerged showing that these techniques
often lead to unreliable and inaccurate predictions. It is
therefore necessary to come up with new techniques for
processing the corresponding uncertainty that go beyond the
traditional probabilistic techniques. This book focuses on
such techniques, their economic applications and the
remaining challenges, presenting both related theoretical
developments and their practical applications.
Immer wieder stellt sich die Frage, welchen ökonomischen
Wert der Finanzdienstleistungssektor für eine
Volkswirtschaft tatsächlich generiert sowie welche und in
welchem Ausmass bestimmte Faktoren, seien sie makro- oder
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mikroökonomischer Natur, diesen Wert beeinflussen. Alessia
Ornter konzentriert sich in diesem Buch darauf, wie die
Gesamtleistung der Finanzdienstleistungsbranche mit Hilfe
der Wertschöpfung gemessen werden kann. Anhand verschiedener
Wertschöpfungskennzahlen werden dazu die Banken- und
Versicherungsbranchen der Schweiz denen anderer europäischen
Länder gegenübergestellt. Neben dem internationalen
Vergleich widmet sich die Untersuchung im Speziellen der
Analyse der Schweizer Banken- und Versicherungsgruppen
untereinander. Zur Erklärung der wirtschaftlichen
Entwicklung dieser beiden Branchen versucht Alessia Ortner
des Weitern die wichtigsten Einflussfaktoren – mikro - und
makroökonomischer Natur - anhand statistischer Analysen zu
identifizieren.
This title was first published in 2001. This volume covers
all aspects of export credit management as well as the
management of overseas subsidiary companies' credit
operations through a series of inter-linked chapters written
by 25 experts in the international field. This third edition
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has been completely revised and, in substantial parts, rewritten to reflect the development and availability of the
modern tools now at the disposal of the international credit
manager, especially in the area of information technology.
New chapters have been added on bank risk and international
bankruptcy law to respond to the growing interest in these
areas. The objectives of the handbook are to provide a
complete operating guide and training reference for the
application of the financial and control techniques
necessary for international credit management and to
describe the tools available for all the processes from
initial policy-making through to final collection of trade
debts.
Investigating the Performance of Chinese Banks: Efficiency
and Risk Features
Technische Analyse von Aktientrends
Cumulative index
Application of Quantitative Techniques for the Prediction of
Bank Acquisition Targets
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The Bank Credit Analysis Handbook
Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications,
Cumulative Index
The Handbook of Credit Risk Management
Empirical and Law & Economics Insights Into a Common Pool
Problem
Implementing Basel II
Kreditinstitute auf dem Prüfstand
QFINANCE: The Ultimate Resource, 4th edition
The Bank Analyst's Handbook
Bankenrating

Alles über die Finanzkrise und ihre dramatischen Folgen für Europa und die Welt Als die USGro bank Lehman Brothers im September 2008 zusammenbrach, war dies der Tiefpunkt der
Banken- und Finanzkrise. Und obwohl der totale Kollaps der Weltwirtschaft damals verhindert
wurde, ist die Finanzkrise noch lange nicht Geschichte, wie der britische Historiker Adam
Tooze zeigt. Er schildert, wie es zu dieser Krise der Finanzm rkte kam und welche
dramatischen Folgen sie bis heute hat. Denn durch die Finanzkrise ist nicht nur die Stabilit t
Europas ins Wanken geraten, sie hat auch das Vertrauen in die Kraft der globalen
Wirtschaftsordnung erschüttert – und so zum Aufstieg der Populisten beigetragen.
Monetary Policy, Islamic Finance, and Islamic Corporate Governance: An International
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overview explores the interrelationships between corporate governance from the perspective of
shari’ah, banking industry and monetary policy and is a must-read for students and
professionals.
The Independence of Credit Rating Agencies focuses on the institutional and regulatory
dynamics of these agencies, asking whether their business models give them enough
independence to make viable judgments without risking their own profitability. Few have
closely examined the analytical methods of credit rating agencies, even though their decisions
can move markets, open or close the doors to capital, and bring down governments. The 2008
financial crisis highlighted their importance and their shortcomings, especially when they
misjudged the structured financial products that precipitated the collapse of Bear Stearns and
other companies. This book examines the roles played by rating agencies during the financial
crisis, illuminating the differences between U.S. and European rating markets, and also
considers subjects such as the history of rating agencies and the roles played by smaller
agencies to present a well-rounded portrait. Reports on one of the key causes of the 2008
financial crisis: agencies that failed to understand how to analyze financial products Describes
inherent business model and pricing conflicts that compromise the independence of credit
rating agencies Reveals how rating agencies large and small, regulatory bodies, and vested
interests interact in setting fees and policies
An authoritative, in-depth guide to all aspects of credit analysis from the experts at Standard &
Poor's Credit analysis--gauging an issuer's ability to repay interest and principal on a bond
issue--plays an essential role in determining how bond issues are rated and priced.
Fundamentals of Corporate Credit Analysis provides both analysts and investors with the
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practical, up-to-date information they need, backed by Standard & Poor's research, data, and
experience, to properly assess the credit risk of virtually any entity. Whether used as a handy
all-in-one guide or as a comprehensive training tool, it will give anyone the knowledge and
tools needed to dig beneath standard ratings and determine an organization's true
creditworthiness.
The Banker's Handbook on Credit Risk shows you how to comply with Basel II regulations on
credit risk step by step, building on the basics in credit risk up to advanced credit risk
methodologies. This advanced credit/risk management book takes a "new tools" approach to
Basel II implementation. The hands-on applications covered in this book are vast, including
areas of Basel II banking risk requirements (credit risk, credit spreads, default risk, value at
risk, market risk, and so forth) and financial analysis (exotic options and valuation), to risk
analysis (stochastic forecasting, risk-based Monte Carlo simulation, portfolio optimization) and
real options analysis (strategic options and decision analysis). This book is targeted at banking
practitioners and financial analysts who require the algorithms, examples, models, and insights
in solving more advanced and even esoteric problems. The book comes complete with a DVD
filled with sample modeling videos, case studies, and software applications to help the reader
get started immediately. The various trial software applications included allows the reader to
quickly access the approximately 670 modeling functions, 250 analytical model templates, and
powerful risk-based simulation software to help in the understanding and learning of the
concepts covered in the book, and also to use the embedded functions and algorithms in their
own models. In addition, the reader can get started quickly in running risk-based Monte Carlo
simulations, run advanced forecasting methods, and perform optimization on a myriad of
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situations, as well as structure and solve customized real options and financial options
problems. * Only book to show bankers step by step how to comply with Basel II regulations on
credit risk * Over 150 hands-on software applications included on the DVD accompanying the
book, including sample modeling videos * Provides all the latest quantitative tools
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